LindenLeader Awards Banquet

for Fall Semester 1995

January 29, 1996

Lindenwood College Club
Fall 1995 LindenLeaders

Elizabeth Ahrens
Jane Albers
Erica Alley
William Altermatt
Amy Altmanberger
Amy Auer
Jason Backmeyer
Beth Bartosik
Lisa Baslin
David Bauer
Jamie Beauchamp
Paula Beckman
Amy Belding
April Bell
Dea Bippert
Janelle Brakhan
Gwendolyn Briscoe
Angela Broadstone
Sarah Brown
Michael Brumfield
Jana Brunmer
Daron Bryant
Leigh Buschjost
Stephanie Cappel
Fred Cay
Angela Chazelle
David Christian
Michelle Cleve
Jamie Clowers
Mark Coffelt
Jacqueline Collins
Donald Crump
Jeff Curley
Stephanie Davidson
Deana Davis
Michael Davis
Mikael Davis
Heather Dempewolf
Tyler Duenow
Sarah Elbert
Scott Elgart
Rickey Elliott
Brian Englemeyer
Bobbi Ferrell
Joy Fillmore
Steve Fite
Zane Forshee
Genna Freels
Rebecca Frye
Cynthia Gandolfo
Kimberly Gifford
Amy Goforth
Eric Grunenfelder
Neil Hager
Louise Halsey
Kathryn Hanrahan
Angela Hansen
Shannon Harries
Daniel Hartman
Marti Harvey
Monica Haun
Many Hawkins
Michael Hayes
Hollie Henderson
Julie Hilgert
Elisa Hillberg
Jennifer Hines
Bart Hinkle
Amy Howe
Danielle Jargo
Britton Johnson
Gina Johnson
Stephanie Jones
Kristen Juergensmeyer
Victoria Kehran
Erin Kelley
Karen Kemper
Amy Knobloch
Nicholle Kramer
Beth Kuhnle
Leslie Lawson
Sheri Lederer
Johnny Lewis
Matthew Lucas
Jennifer Madsen
Sherri Marshall
Brooklynette Mason
Brandon Medhurst
Justin Meeks
Joe Melvin
Amy Menzie
Christine Mika
Melanie Mills
Sydia Moses
Tim Mumaw
Jessica Neeter
Scott Neminger
Tim Newman
Anastasia Orf
Berta Ortega
Drayton Paisley
Erica Parsell
Javier Pastor
Matthew Peregoy
Judy Pfeil
Lori Pike
Eric Piper
Ekaterina Pudoprigora
Dawn Prinster
Jamie Rensing
Bret Riedel
Janet Ringstaff
Brendan Roberts
Amanda Russo
Hannelore Sabbe
Lindsay Sartori
Sara Schafer
Scott Schaus
Susan Scheib
Claudette Schiefelbein
Timothy Schlichting
Konya Schuetz
Susan Schulte
Cissy Shaw
Eva Simon
Kelley Smith
Charles Stancil
Shirley Starr
William Stinson
Valerie Stonner
Tom Strathman
Diane Stuckey
Tiffany Taylor
Stephanie Theibald
Katie Thompson
Mindy Toillon
Tim Toollen
Kevin Ulrich
Michael Underberg
Jennifer Van Hoogstrate
Vanessa Van Parijs
Maurice Vick
Laura Wandzel
Mark Wanzel
Cannon Watts
Shane Weatherby
Rebecca Withers
Darian Westerfield
Julie Wheat
Lawson Whiting
Trevor Whiting
Thomas Winkelmann
Amy Wood

Congratulations!

LindenLeader Celebration
January 29, 1996

Opening Remarks
Carole Dawn Arrendale
Director of Work and Learn and Community Service

Invocation
Michael Mason
Chaplain

Dinner

About The LindenLeader Program
Brian Watkins
Exec. Director of American Humanics
Susie Pundmann
Director of Student Development

Guest Speaker
Lisa Bedian
Community Relations Director, KSDK-TV 5

Presentation of Awards and Honorary Pins
Carole Dawn Arrendale
Dindra McFadden, Director of Go Get 'Em
Susie Pundmann

Toast
Tim Nihart
Director of Housing

The College Seal
The Lindenwood College seal was fashioned of stained glass by Professor Emeritus John Wehner after his redesign of the family crest of College founders Mary and George Sibley. The seal is centered on the College flag.